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DISCLAIMER
The details provided in this report are based on information available at the time of preparation and terms 
of reference of the project. All estimates and statements made are given in good faith and in the belief that 
such statements are not false or misleading. All sources of information are detailed in the report. Readers are 
recommended to make appropriate enquiries and/or take appropriate advice before acting on information supplied 
in this report. Section 51 and Adelaide City Council are not liable to any person for loss or damage incurred or 
suffered as a result of acting on or accepting any offer contained in this report.

  PO Box 6089
  Kingston ACT 2604

 Ph: (02) 6162 2092

Assistant Secretary
Energy Efficiency Division
Department of Industry and Science
GPO Box 9839
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear John,

In accordance with the Funding Agreement dated 22 August 2013, in relation to CEEP 2025 for 
the Adelaide Aquatic Centre, and on behalf of The City of Adelaide, I submit this final report for 
the Project.

The final report relates to the Funding Agreement in relation to the Adelaide Aquatic Centre 
Upgrade and sets out where all requirements have been completed. This includes the varied 
agreement dated 10 March 2015.

The report has been prepared in the format outlined in the clauses and schedules of the 
Agreement. It has considered the overall objective of the Australian Government for the project 
and provides an evaluation against these objectives. 

Should you require any further information on this report please feel free to contact me. I 
commend this report to you.

Yours sincerely

Colin Steele
Managing Director

28 October 2015
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1 Executive summary

“...the pool is now a 
nice place to be for 
everyone and the 
more kids that have 
time in the water at 
the Aquatic Centre, 
the less drownings 
we will have in 
backyard pools and 
rivers...”

The Adelaide Aquatic Centre (AAC), located in the iconic Adelaide Park 
Lands, is one of the largest aquatic facilities in South Australia, and 
consists of two leisure pools, a spa, a dive pool and a 50 metre lap pool 
as well as sauna, gym and café facilities. 

Since 1985 the Aquatic Centre has serviced the community well with 
on average close to three quarters of a million visits each year. After 25 
years of operation however the Centre was tired and worn out. In early 
2011 Council responded with the development of a strategic master 
plan to reinvigorate the Centre. Five key stages were identified for action, 
including a new roof, refurbishment of the family and 50 metre pools, 
energy efficiency upgrade, dive pool upgrade and car parking and 
landscaping.

Energy efficiency was the third stage and following a successful bid in 
2013, the Australian Government under The Community Energy Efficiency 
Program, provided the City of Adelaide with $818,334 as a partner for 
these energy efficiency works. The final total actual expenditure for the 
energy efficiency works was $3.097 million with Adelaide City Council 
contributing $2.278 million.

The project is now complete with the partnership between Adelaide City 
Council and the Australian Government demonstrating both improved 
energy efficiency and improving accessibility of the centre for all residents 
including low income and disadvantaged people within the community.
The design, mix and construction of the energy efficiency components 
includes pool covers, Heating and Ventilation, Building Management 
System, Variable Speed Drive and High Efficient Boiler. 

Real and measurable savings in energy use, already exceeding a 27 
percent reduction in preconstruction energy use have been achieved.  
Greater reduction will be achieved with fine tuning. At the time of the 
report, a reduction of pool hall space heating usage of 6,535,130
MJ/yr and a reduction of pool water heating usage of 5,122,256 MJ/yr 
has been achieved. Total energy use pre-project was 43,271,797 MJ/yr 
and as at December 2015 is 31,614,411 MJ/yr, and falling.

Danny, a senior lifeguard at the Aquatic Centre since 2009 sums the 
project up by saying ‘the pool is now a nice place to be for everyone and 
the more kids that have time in the water at the Aquatic Centre, the less 
drownings we will have in backyard pools and rivers, and that makes him 
very happy’. 
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Part 1

Context
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2 Background

2.1 The City of Adelaide
In 2015, the City of Adelaide celebrates175 years of local government. 
This is significant for both South Australia, and also nationally as the City 
of Adelaide was the first local government to be formed in Australia. In 
1840, around 2,000 Adelaide residents signed a petition for the rights 
and privileges of their own council, with civic powers to benefit the 
community. As a result, on 31 of October 1840, Australia’s first local 
government was formed in Adelaide.

Today the City of Adelaide is bounded by the City of Charles Sturt, the 
City of Prospect and the Town of Walkerville in the north, the City of 
Norwood Payneham St Peters and the City of Burnside in the east, the 
City of Unley in the south, and the City of West Torrens in the west. The 
City of Adelaide’s Estimated Resident Population for 2014 is 22,690, with 
a population density of 14.57 persons per hectare.

At June 2013, the population of Greater Adelaide was 1.29 million 
people, which accounted for 77 percent of the state’s total population. In 
the year to 2013, the population of Greater Adelaide increased by 13,100 
people (1.0%), while the remainder of the state grew by 1,700 people 
(0.5%).

At June 2013, the 
population of Greater 
Adelaide was 1.29 
million people, which 
accounted for 77 
percent of the state’s 
total population.

Adelaide Vision
Council envisions the City to be a vibrant, populous and sustainable 
Capital City built upon Adelaide’s heritage and lifestyle. Council’s 
Strategic Plan strives to create and support a dynamic, diverse and 
growing City, yet one which values its unique heritage.
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2.1 Adelaide and Climate Change
Chair of the Council of Capital City Lord Mayor and Adelaide Lord Mayor 
Dr Martin Haese says that ‘City sustainability, is the opportunity of our 
generation, promising technological advances, economic prosperity, 
jobs and improved environments. There is a need for climate resilient 
sustainable cities’ http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/politics/government/
lord-mayors 22 Oct 2015

The City of Adelaide has a strong commitment to build an international 
reputation as a green City that adapts to climate change and reduces 
carbon emissions, uses resources wisely, and is enriched by thriving 
natural ecological systems. Changes to the global climate are now 
considered unequivocal, and are evident from observations of increases 
in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of 
snow and ice, and rising average sea level (IPCC 2013).

Since the 1950’s, the average temperature in South Australia has 
increased by 1.1°C (0.20°C per decade) (CSIRO 2007). Council is 
committed to reducing carbon emissions (mitigation) and ensuring that 
Council and the community is prepared for the impacts of climate change 
(adaptation).

In order to better understand the issues facing the City in relation to 
climate change, Council is participating in a research project within the 
Cooperative Research Centre for Low Carbon Living titled ‘Urban Micro 
Climates: Comparative study of major contributors to the Urban Heat 
Island effect in three Australian cities (Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide)’.

The City of Adelaide vision and the projects and services it will deliver 
to achieve this vision are set out in its Strategic Plan 2012-2016. One 
of the six outcomes of the Strategic Plan is to ensure Adelaide is an 
environmentally sustainable city that:

• adapts to climate change;
• uses water and energy efficiently;
• utilises natural resources wisely;
• reduces waste; 
• cultivates ecological systems and habitats that prosper and enrich the 

city.

In support there are a number of strategies and action plans. Council’s 
carbon emissions and energy targets are contained in the Energy 
Management Action Plan and Council’s Climate Change Adaptation 
Action Plan 2013-2015 which outlines adaptation strategies and actions. 
Council is also working with Eastern Regional Alliance councils toward 
the development of an eastern region climate adaptation response.

The City of Adelaide 
has a strong 
commitment to build 
an international 
reputation as a green 
City.
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2.2 Adelaide Aquatic Centre Master Plan 2011
The Adelaide Aquatic Centre, located in the iconic Adelaide Park Lands, 
is one of the largest aquatic facilities in South Australia, and consists 
of family leisure pools, a spa, a dive pool and a 50 metre lap pool as 
well as sauna, gym and café facilities. The Centre is open seven days a 
week and the operating plant for the Centre runs 24 hours per day. The 
Centre is a key regional facility with visitors from throughout metropolitan 
Adelaide and regional areas. It is one of only two facilities servicing the 
inner north and west of Adelaide, an area with significant sections of 
social disadvantage. 

The City Baths were first constructed in 1860 and subsequently rebuilt 
in 1940 until replaced and relocated in the Park Lands with the Adelaide 
Swimming Centre in 1969. Late in the 1970’s the need for an all-year-
round venue was recognised and following lengthy research; a decision 
to enclose the Centre was reached. The Centre was redeveloped as a 
joint project by Australian Government, State and Local Governments at 
a cost of $8.25 million. The Adelaide Aquatic Centre was officially opened 
on 13 October 1985 by the Federal Minister of Sport and Recreation, the 
Premier of South Australia and the Lord Mayor of Adelaide.

Since 1985 the Aquatic Centre has serviced the community well with on 
average close to three quarters of a million visits each year. After 25 years 
of continuous operation however the Centre was tired and worn out. 

In early 2011 Council responded with the development of a strategic 
master plan to reinvigorate the Centre. A redevelopment design brief was 
completed with concept plans prepared. Management models on centre 
operations and financials were included. The Master Plan identified what 
actions were needed to enable the existing Centre to continue to meet 
Council’s expectations of financial performance and service delivery.
Five key stages were identified for action:

1. new roof;
2. refurbishment of the 50 metre pool, family pool, deck areas and 

surrounds. This is known as the essential works program;
3. energy efficiency upgrade;
4. dive pool complete refurbishment; and
5. car parking and surrounds upgrade.

The Master Plan aim is to ensure that with completion of these five stages 
the Centre will continue to be one of the State’s leading community 
leisure centres.

The Master Plan aim 
is to ensure that with 
completion of these 
five stages the Centre 
will continue to be 
one of the State’s 
leading community 
leisure centres.
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2.3 New roof
The first stage of the Master Plan for this initiative involved the 
replacement of the Aquatic Centre’s dilapidated roof system. In mid-
2011 the works commenced with this $6 million dollar project. At the 
time of project commencement, the shingles and timber battens of the 
existing 5,000m² roof had deteriorated so badly that it leaked. New 
coated steel purlins were fabricated and installed, and the roof was clad 
in fibre cement shingle roof tiles, with the apex being covered with clear 
dampalon sheeting. The roof was completed in early 2012 providing a 
new safe and distinctly attractive beginning to the redevelopment of the 
Aquatic Centre.

2.4 Essential works project
The second stage of the Master Plan was the $5 million essential works 
project. The work included a complete rebuilding of the children’s pool 
and recreational pool area, retiling of the 50 metre pool, facelift of surface 
areas and construction of disability access compliant ramps in both the 
50 metre pool and the leisure pool.

The 50 metre pool was drained, all tiles removed, concrete surfaces 
relined and new tiles installed. A disability access ramp was constructed 
and a new moveable boom was installed enabling the pool to be divided 
into two 25 metre pools. Completed in late 2014, the newly refurbished 
eight lane 50 metre swimming pool is fully operation for squad swimming, 
lap swimming and casual use. 

The original family leisure area was made up of two separate pools of a 
1980’s design with hard concrete features, areas hidden from sight for 
lifeguards and parents and parts of the larger pool being too deep for 
children.

The essential works project included the complete demolition and 
removal of the 1980’s old pools and a new design and construction, well 
exceeding today’s requirements for safety, accessibility and lifeguard 
access. Completed in mid-2015, the family leisure pool is now a large 
play space with new water play areas and splash pads. Spouts of water 
spray up sporadically and children can run through the spray hoops, 
going from one side of the pool to the other. This pool has depths varying 
from 0 to .9 metres with steps at different spots. Adjacent to this are 
the waterslides, an open one and the other is a tube. New water play 
equipment and splash pads include small water dumpers, which are 
aimed at fun for younger children.

An upgrade was made to the glass doors which open onto the grassy 
areas outside, with tables and chairs for picnics or for parents and 
children to enjoy the outdoors, including the Bush Magic Playground.
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Customer experience upgrades were made. Automatic doors both sides 
of the Customer Service Centre were installed for easy access to the pool 
area. The family change rooms have been fully refurbished with additional 
family change areas in the northern male and female change rooms.

The construction methodology was to carefully stage the components of 
the project to minimise impact and keep the pool and the Centre open at 
all times. All essential works were completed in mid-2015.

2.5 Energy Efficiency
The third stage of the Adelaide Aquatic Centre upgrade was for energy 
efficiency. Although Council was not quite prepared and did not have a 
detailed design of the project, when round two of the Community Energy 
Efficiency Program (CEEP) opened, the opportunity for partnership 
with the Australian Government was too important to pass up. Council 
prepared an application and was successful in achieving joint funding for 
stage three of the Master Plan, energy efficiency. This partnership, and 
the project, are described in detail throughout this report.

2.6 Dive pool and car parking
Stages four and five of the Master Plan are part of future work programs 
in 2016/17.
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3 CEEP project

3.1 Australian Government
The Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP) was part of a suite 
of measures announced in July 2011 as part of the then Australian 
Governments’ climate change strategy. CEEP was a competitive merit-
based grant program that provided co-funding to local government 
bodies and non-profit community organisations to implement projects 
that deliver a range of energy efficiency measures in council and 
community owned buildings, facilities and sites; particularly where this 
would benefit low socio-economic and other disadvantaged communities 
or support energy efficiency in regional and rural councils.

For local government and non-profit community organisations, this 
included council buildings such as town halls, chambers, libraries and 
administration buildings; council facilities such as bores, depots and 
sewerage treatment centres; community buildings such as museums, 
theatres, libraries, hubs and arts centres; as well as sporting and 
recreation facilities, aquatic and leisure centres, parks, ovals and 
reserves.

Across two funding rounds, 160 recipients were successful in securing 
grants worth a total of $106.2 million. 

Adelaide City Council was one of the successful recipients, securing 
a grant of $818,334 from Round Two of the program, announced 
June 2013. Council at the time of the application said that it would be 
contributing a minimum of $1,699,649 to this project. The grant and 
council funds were for the third stage of the Adelaide Aquatic Centre 
Master Plan, this being for energy efficiency.

3.2 CEEP Objectives
The objectives of the Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP) as 
set out in 1.2 (page 5) of the Round Two guidelines in October 2012 were 
to:

1. Support a range of local councils and community organisations to 
increase the energy efficiency of different types of non-residential 
council and community-use buildings, facilities and lighting; 
particularly where this would benefit low socio-economic and other 
disadvantaged communities or support energy efficiency in regional 
and rural councils.

The grant and council 
funds were for the 
third stage of the 
Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre Master Plan, 
this being for energy 
efficiency.
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2. Demonstrate and encourage the adoption of improved energy 
management practices within councils, organisations and the broader 
community.

In addition to the objectives above, the Program expected to provide the 
following benefits:

• better services and improved amenity of buildings and community 
facilities;

• minimise energy consumption and costs;
• build the knowledge and capacity of the energy services and 

construction industry, and supporting competitive Australian energy 
efficiency technology and equipment manufacturers; and

• contribute to the national effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

3.3 Funding Agreement
Adelaide City Council, as a successful recipient, signed the Funding 
Agreement with the Australian Government on the 16 August 2013, 
setting out specific obligations that Council needed to meet in order for 
the funding to be provided.

On 7 September 2013 the Federal Election was held, resulting in a 
change of government. Delays occurred with start-up and project 
planning, pending a review of the program by the new government. 
By early 2014, it was determined that projects with signed funding 
agreements would proceed, enabling Council to commence the process 
of preparing the project plan, detailed design and tender documents. 
The project plan was critical as technical details of the project were not 
required at the funding application stage.

In accordance with Council application for funding, Schedule 1 of the 
signed Funding Agreement stated:

The Recipient will deliver a combination of energy efficiency upgrades at 
the Adelaide Aquatic Centre, Jeffcott Road, Adelaide including:
• Co-generation plant;
• Heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrades including variable 

speed drives;
• condensing high efficiency boilers;
• Pool covers;
• Heat recovery unit; and
• Modifications to the building management system to enable the use 

of the installed technologies.

The Recipient will demonstrate energy efficiency measures through a 
variety of activities including:
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• Media and public launch with government and industry 
representation;

• Site tours;
• A presentation on the project at the City Switch Cafe Series event;
• Energy pack with information on the project and saving energy at 

home along with tools to help save energy (e.g. thermometers, energy 
saver power boards, weather stripping);

• Editorial articles to relevant industry publications on the Activity;
• Project updates on the Adelaide Aquatic Centre and the Recipient’s 

website;
• Project updates on the Recipient’s social media sites;
• Articles in the Recipient’s Inside Adelaide magazine and rates notices;
• Signs and brochures on the project updates at the Adelaide Aquatic 

Centre,

As outlined in the communications strategy.

The Activity will be further described in a Project Plan.

3.4 Project Plan
The first requirement of the Funding Agreement was preparation of the 
project plan, setting out the details of how Council intended to achieve 
the activities, objectives and outcomes of the agreement and CEEP 
program.

In preparing the project plan, a range of issues were discussed with 
the Australian Government on the proposed technology, timeframe and 
making sure the CEEP objectives were achieved.

Following discussion, the Department agreed that there was a need for 
further comprehensive research on the co-generation plant, therefore the 
technology details could be provided following the tender process rather 
than at the project plan stage. Details that were possible to include in the 
project plan were the heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrades, 
variable speed drives, condensing high efficiency boilers, pool covers, 
heat recovery unit and building management system. On this basis 
the project plan was agreed to in June 2014 with a series of milestone 
requirements regarding technology to be used.

3.5 Tenders
Tenders were released in August 2014 and received by Council in 
October 2014. 

Contracts for construction of all components of the project, except the 
co-generation plant, were let in November 2014.
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3.6 Project Plan variation
True to the sentiments expressed in the first Project Plan, receipt of 
Tender submissions including technical and related details for the co-
generation system, revealed significant variations to the intended energy 
efficiency savings and cost for the mix of measures proposed.
In response, Adelaide City Council reviewed the technical and cost 
elements of the project, deciding to seek agreement from the Department 
for a shift in investment from co-generation to new Australian made 
technology on the market, this being a high efficiency Condensing Fire 
Tube Boiler.

Following extensive positive discussions with the Department, including 
the submission of a revised project plan, and two supplementary reports 
on the technology and the decision making process, the Department 
agreed to the change. A key to the agreement was that the high efficient 
boiler provided an equivalent energy efficiency savings to the co-
generation plant.

The updated project plan, as agreed by the Department, included revised 
Milestone’s. Milestones 1, 2, 3 and 4 were completed and accepted by 
the Department under the first project plan. Milestones 5 and 6 were 
completed and accepted by the Department under the second project 
plan. 

3.7 Funding Agreement variation
Using the revised project plan and supplementary reports on the 
technology change and the story of risk and the decision making 
process, the Department agreed to the variation request in March 2014. 
The Deed of Variation to the Funding Agreement included replacement 
of the co-generation plant with a high efficiency boiler. The Deed 
requirements read:

The Recipient will deliver a combination of energy efficiency upgrades at 
the Adelaide Aquatic Centre, Jeffcott Road, Adelaide including:
• heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrades including variable 

speed drives;
• condensing high efficiency boiler;
• pool covers;
• heat recovery unit; and
• modifications to the building management system to enable the use 

of the installed technologies.

No change was made to the communication requirements in the Deed 
Variation.
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Part 2

Activities
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4 Energy efficiency activities

The design and mix of the energy efficiency components that were 
constructed under the CEEP project, was based on a long history of 
research and development by Council, undertaken well before the 
opportunity for funding became available. The funding enabled the 
selection of the optimal mix at the time of the application, and as shown 
with the project variation, an even better mix at the time of construction 
through the replacement of the intended imported cogeneration system 
with an Australian made high efficiency Condensing Fire Tube boiler. This 
chapter provides details of the mix of activities and how they combine to 
achieve the energy efficiency outcomes.

4.1 Designing the mix of components
In August 2008, well before the CEEP program opportunity, Council 
endorsed the Carbon Neutral Council Action Plan 2008-2012 (CNCAP). 
This plan identified strategies, projects and costs for meeting Council’s 
target of reducing carbon emissions by 60 percent by 2012, with an 
aspiration to be carbon neutral by 2020. The focus of the Action Plan 
was on highest use facilities and on using green power and/or accredited 
carbon offsets to reduce Council’s emissions. The highest energy use 
facility owned and operated by Adelaide City Council was identified as 
the Aquatic Centre.

To determine options for improving the energy efficiency of the Aquatic 
Centre, Council engaged GHD to undertake a high level energy audit. The 
main aims of the study were to provide an analysis of energy and water 
consumption and recommendations to assist in:
• reducing greenhouse gas emissions, energy and water usage;
• reducing operating costs;
• determining the size and operating parameters of a cogeneration 

system; and
• providing future major plant upgrades at the Centre.

The review provided recommendations in regards to design, system 
operation, maintenance, housekeeping and further work.

Council followed up the GHD report with a more comprehensive and 
detailed assessment completed in January 2013. Lucid Consulting 
Engineers were engaged by Adelaide City Council to perform a building 
thermal and heating options assessment and to investigate selected 
energy efficiency and heating performance improvement opportunities. 
Lucid conducted a detailed thermal performance assessment of the 

In August 2008, well 
before the CEEP 
program opportunity, 
Council endorsed 
the Carbon Neutral 
Council Action Plan 
2008-2012 (CNCAP). 
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Aquatic Centre’s building fabric and heating plant and equipment. The 
thermal assessment comprised the development of a three dimensional 
(3D) model and building simulation using energy modelling software.

A total of 11 performance improvement initiatives were identified as 
potential opportunities for the Centre with each initiative addressing the 
key operational issues of energy efficiency, reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions, thermal comfort and heating effectiveness, each with varying 
degrees of overall benefit. Through analysis of the initiatives including 
assessment of value for money based on gas and electricity prices at 
the time, it was agreed that the preferred initiatives would be assessed 
as a whole project to take into account the accumulative benefits of the 
combined initiatives. The technology proposed was based on the best 
available at the time and the relative cost of purchased energy from the 
grid, gas and green energy.

As shown in the previous chapter this included co-generation, which was 
subsequently replaced with an Australian made high efficiency boiler. 
Each of the components was put to tender, selected, constructed and 
commissioned as follows.

4.2 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning, Heat 
Recovery Unit
Prior to the CEEP project, the Aquatic Centre was served by four high 
level relief air fans and associated high level ductwork. These fans 
were controlled to operate only in summer periods when high level 
temperatures were excessive. Ventilation systems were designed to 
remove air from the Centre all year round regardless of internal or 
external climatic conditions. Heating in winter did not relate to the airflow 
throughout the building. The Centre operated with pockets of extreme 
cold, and extreme hot areas around the pool deck and spectator areas.

The CEEP funding enabled the installation of heat recovery unit ductwork 
enabling changes to the management of ventilation heating and air 
conditioning for the Centre. Heat Recovery Unit construction involved a 
new high level exhaust system to recover the stratified heat during winter 
periods via a new air to air heat changer.

The successful tenderer was Industrial Air, an Australian company with 
over 30 years’ experience as a leading distributor of Heating, Ventilation, 
Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration (HVAC & R) equipment and systems in 
South Australia, Western Australia and the Northern Territory.

Industrial Air mechanical engineers provide expert advice and custom 
solutions for a wide variety of energy efficient air conditioning equipment, 
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including wall split systems, fan coil units, heat exchangers, and cooling 
towers to name a few.

Industrial Air installed a series of products, with the heat exchangers 
sourced from another Australian Company, Air Change Australia. 

For more than a decade, Air Change has provided unique equipment 
and engineering solutions for local and international clients using its 
internationally patented heat and energy recovery technology. During that 
time, they have developed a comprehensive range of energy efficient 
products to deliver controlled indoor climate conditions satisfying the 
requirements of the project stakeholders - the developer, the design 
engineer, the building owner and its occupants.

The core technology installed is a patented air to air counter-flow heat 
exchanger which is integral to providing an energy efficient product 
design. By recycling energy from one air stream to another, buildings can 
maintain better indoor air quality without the usual energy penalty.

The air to air counter-flow plate heat exchanger is a passive device with 
no moving parts, made up from an array of hundreds of ‘air guiding 
frames’. Each frame is separated from its neighbouring frame by a 
transfer media which can either transfer both temperature and moisture 
(enthalpy) or temperature only (sensible). This separation creates two 
distinctly different air paths running counter-flow to each other with each 
‘odd’ frame being a one direction air path, and each ‘even’ frame being 
the opposite air path.

By passing the spill air through one air path and the incoming outside 
air through the other, the heat exchanger recycles the energy from the 
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spill air to either pre-cool or pre-heat the incoming outside air before it 
is further conditioned to the supply air temperature and humidity. This 
process can reduce the outside air energy load on the air treatment 
system by up to 75 percent (depending on climatic and operating 
conditions). Reducing the peak outside air load reduces air conditioning 
plant size, energy consumption and carbon emissions.

The supply air is now directed into the pool hall around the leisure pool 
area which previously suffered from lack of heating during peak winter 
periods due to a lack of air distribution and being the furthest point from 
the main air handling plant.

This option also required Motorised Dampers to High Level Ventilation 
Openings to ensure that the exhaust fans did not by-pass the high level 
temperature by drawing in outside air directly through the ventilation 
openings.

Significant alterations to the existing ductwork were required to 
implement this initiative hence the high capital cost. This initiative has 
improved thermal comfort within the space in addition to reducing energy 
consumption.

The heat recovery unit and the heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
upgrades are completed and fully operational.
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4.3 Condensing high efficiency boiler
The single high efficiency Condensing Fire Tube boiler was not originally 
a component of the project. The story of the reason why, and the new 
boiler, is worth telling as it relates to advances in Australian Industry 
Technology.

At the time of the application in 2013, the available technology was 
for replacement of the existing three boilers with imported boilers 
and technology and a cogeneration system. In early 2014 Aira (the 
manufacturer) began manufacturing high efficiency Condensing Fire 
Tube boilers in Australia. Aira had experienced boiler makers on staff 
and the economics added up; additionally Aira wanted to provide a high 

efficiency boiler to meet growing demand 
for a more efficient product constructed in 
Australia proving we have the local energy 
efficiency technology. The first Titan FTC 
units were supplied in February 2014 and 
proved to be a versatile and popular product 
in the market. Aira has had to expand their 
production facilities and employ five new staff 
in Melbourne including apprentices, to meet 
the increased demand for these high quality 
and efficient boilers.

Aira is a leading Australian manufacturer and 
supplier of commercial and industrial products, 
dating from 1965. Aira technical expertise and 
engineering knowledge sees Aira equipment 
being specified and sold to a diverse range of 
users both in Australia and across the globe. 
The modern manufacturing facility is located 
at Bayswater North where boilers, heaters, 
energy reclaim air handling units and coolers 
are designed, manufactured, and tested. Aira 
also imports a range of boilers, heaters and 
energy recovery systems. 

Learning that the Titan FTC units were 
available, and now made in Australia, Council 
contacted Aira and requested a tender 
submission for supply. Aria was successful 

and with the efficiency the boiler provides, Council had the technical 
information required to request a change from the co-generator to the 
boiler.

The existing boilers have been operating at the Aquatic Centre for 
approximately 16 years and had an estimated overall efficiency of 
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approximately 80 percent.

The majority of energy savings achieved with the new condensing 
type boiler, which has an efficiency of greater than 95 percent, will 
occur during part load operation of the Centre, which is with one 
boiler operating. The reason for this is that unlike conventional boilers, 
condensing type boiler energy efficiencies increase when the return 
water temperature is decreased. Under peak conditions, the overall 
heating system is not able to be controlled to facilitate lower return water 
temperatures without significant re-design and replacement of heating 
coils, heat exchangers and hot water flow rates.

The boiler was supplied by Aira and installed by Industrial Air. The boiler is 
installed and fully operational.
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4.4 Pool Covers
Prior to the CEEP project the indoor pools and spas did not have pool 
covers. 

The successful tenderer was Sunbather, an Australian company that grew 
out of the 1970 energy crisis when three students formed a company 
to build solar powered products. Ever since then, Sunbather has been 
proudly Australian owned and operated.

Ninety two percent (92%) of pool heat is lost through the surface. 
Covering the pool’s surface with a Thermal Blanket locks in the pool’s 
warmth overnight. The core is Sunbather’s UV stabilised foam. A special 
cross-linked cell structure ensures superior strength and flexibility. The 
foam is sandwiched between a woven top and a water-proof bottom 
sheet. 

Pool covers and associated works have been completed and they are 
fully operational.
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Energy efficiency gains have been achieved through overnight covering 
of the two main pools which has significantly reduced evaporation 
and heat losses from the pool surface. There has been a measurable 
improvement in maintaining water temperature overnight. When the 
covers are removed in the morning, the temperature loss has been kept 
to 1 to 2 degrees, compared to up to 5 degrees prior to the covers.  This 
has reduced the pool water heating demand. Stories from the pool side 
in chapter 10 demonstrate the positive impact for the 5am swim school.

The pool covers have reduced pool space air heating demand. With 
the pool covers, evaporation has been reduced which has reduced the 
overnight moisture content of the air. The ventilation system is operating 
more efficiently as condensation is no longer forming on building material 
surfaces overnight. Based on estimates to date, the ventilation system is 
operating 80 percent more efficiently with morning start up as a result.
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4.5 Building Management System
The BMS is the largest combined expenditure as it is the heart of the 
operations of all the energy efficiency works. Without the BMS none of 
the energy efficiency measures could be achieved.

The supplier of BMS enhancements was Airconserve as a subcontractor 
to the Essential Works contractor (Unique Urban Built), the Air Handling 
Unit contractor (Industrial Air) and the Boiler package upgrade contractor 
(Industrial Air).  

The building management system includes all the behind the scenes 
works including the online Building Management System (BMS) 
technology and works such as improved filters, pumps, variable speed 
drives. The hard infrastructure and the technology combine to make the 
building function and operate more efficiently and effectively, resulting in 

significantly improved energy efficiency.

Energy monitoring and controls for the Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre consist of:
• new BMS system;
• electricity metering (1 main meter and 2 sub-meters) 
and billing data; and
• gas meter and billing data.

The BMS allows for increased control and monitoring of 
plant and equipment, including:
• heating hot water temp and flow rates to and from 
boilers;
• heating hot water temp and flow rates at heat 
exchange points;
• air temperature monitoring and control; and
• control of supply pump VSDs, air supply fan VSD 
and exhaust fan/heat recovery fan VSD, Boiler and Air 
Handling Unit.

As well as individual control of plant elements, the 
BMS allows for greater integration of the energy efficiency measures. For 
example, savings will be achieved through the reduction of power use 
associated with space heating as air handling equipment is turned down 
overnight when pool covers are in place.

Examples of the monitoring are detailed in the screen shots of the BMS 
below taken in June 2015.  The system is operated remotely, in real time, 
from the offices of Adelaide City Council.

The Building Management System controls are installed and fully 
operational. 
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Examples of the monitoring are detailed in the screen shots of the BMS below taken in June 2015 include. 
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4.6 Variable speed drives (Controlled by the Building 
Management System)
The Variable Speed Drives were supplied by Vacon Pacific Pty Ltd. 
Vacon is a worldwide company with the Australian Head Office based in 
Melbourne.

Electrical motors can be found in all shapes and sizes – from the very 
small (in swimming pool pumps) to the very large (in ship propulsion 
systems). They play an important role in enhancing process control in 
various manufacturing operations as well as in transportation, material 
handling and most production processes. 

Stepless speed control of motors using AC drives enables easy process 
control from the lowest to the highest capacities. The full control range 
enables smooth process ramp ups to stable levels that can be further 
increased towards design maximum levels leading to higher productivity 
and potentially greater profitability.

AC drives have good connectivity through versatile interfaces, and they 
can easily be connected to automation systems. Sensors and other field 
devices can also be connected to AC drives. All this information can be 
utilised either to control the application driven by an AC drive or for other 
process control purposes.

As numerous electric motors are found throughout the Aquatic Centre, 
there are significant energy efficiency improvements with each system 
optimised by an AC drive. The slower you can run a motor – while still 
allowing it to effectively do its job – the more energy you can save. And 
lower energy consumption reduces costs, saves resources and limits 
CO2 emissions.

Take the air flow system, for example, fans need to work at high speeds 
during more extreme temperatures (high or low) but at significantly 
reduced speeds during moderate temperature periods.

Additionally AC drives enable feeding braking energy back to the network 
instead of turning energy into heat with electrical or mechanical brakes, 
and this naturally saves even more energy. The electronic variable speed 
drive (VSD) varies the frequency of the alternating current electricity 
supplied to the pump and large fan motors in order to reduce their 
speed. The variable speed drive will reduce energy consumption by 
over 60 percent. The fans will be running at half speed or less and will 
consume only one-eighth of the energy compared to previous one 
running constantly at full speed. 

The variable speed 
drive will reduce 
energy consumption 
by over 60 percent. 
The fans will be 
running at half 
speed or less and 
will consume only 
one-eighth of the 
energy compared to 
previous one running 
constantly at full 
speed. 
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VSD Control Panel
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Comparing energy consumption of various mechanical and electrical 
airflow control methods of the centrifugal fan revealed that: at 80 percent 
airflow, the energy consumption is: 97 percent of maximum with damper 
control; and 76 percent of maximum using guide vanes; but only 51 
percent using ABB low voltage AC drives. The difference between these 
figures represented wasted energy prior to the project. 

In summary the variable speed drives that have been installed throughout 
the Centre now:
1. enhance process control;
2. reduce energy usage and generate energy efficiently;
3. decrease mechanical stress on motor control applications; and
4. optimise the operation of various applications relying on electric 

motors

The result is very high energy-savings with the fans and pumps.

Pumps

Fans
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4.7 Putting it all together
Unique Urban Built, an established, reputable and award-winning 
construction company based in Adelaide won the tender including 
making electrical upgrades to provide for the BMS requirements, some 
VSD enhancements and the installation of the Sunbather thermal 
blankets. UUB have amassed significant experience since 2007, 
undertaking a wide range of design and construction projects both large 
and small, in South Australia and other rural and remote locations. 

Unique Urban Built worked closely with Adelaide City Council and 
all stakeholders on the Aquatic Centre Project. The company used a 
construction methodology to complete the job with careful staging to suit 
the timeline and significant value adding with redesign and construction 
of a filtration system and plant rooms over and above the tender 
document. Their work included both the Essential Works Package and 
the CEEP project with an upgrade to the recreational pool area, retiling 
of the 50-metre pool, addition of accessible ramps, the installation of 
Sunbather supplied thermal blankets and infrastructure to improve water 
filtration and energy efficiency gains possible from the Boiler, Air Handling 
Unit and BMS upgrade.

Industrial Air won both the Boiler upgrade and Air Handling Unit 
upgrade contracts. Their works included the installation of the new Air 
Handling Unit, the installation of the new Boiler (supplied by Aira). They 
installed BMS system upgrades, VSDs on pumps and motors. UUB 
installed VSDs on pumps and installed the thermal blankets supplied by 
Sunbather. Dematec was a subcontractor to UUB that did the electrical 
upgrades to ensure the BMS could work and Airconserve did the BMS 
upgrades as a subcontractor to all of the above. 
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5 Demonstration and 
Communication Activities

Demonstration and communication activities are a core part of the 
objectives of the Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP Program) 
as set out in 1.2 of the Round Two guidelines of October 2012 which 
stated:

2. Demonstrate and encourage the adoption of improved energy 
management practices within councils, organisations and the broader 
community

Council has completed many demonstration and communication 
activities to achieve this objective. 

5.1 Funding Agreement
The Funding Agreement set out the requirements for demonstration and 
communication in more detail.

The Recipient will demonstrate energy efficiency measures through a 
variety of activities including:
• Media and public launch with government and industry 

representation;
• Site tours;
• A presentation on the project at the City Switch Cafe Series event;
• Energy pack with information on the project and saving energy at 

home along with tools to help save energy (e.g. thermometers, energy 
saver power boards, weather stripping);

• Editorial articles to relevant industry publications on the Activity;
• Project updates on the Adelaide Aquatic Centre and the Recipient’s 

website;
• Project updates on the Recipient’s social media sites;
• Articles in the Recipient’s Inside Adelaide magazine and rates notices;
• Signs and brochures on the project updates at the Adelaide Aquatic 

Centre,

5.2 Communication Strategy
A communication strategy was developed in early 2014 as part of the first 
project plan setting out the events and activities proposed to achieve the 
CEEP objectives and requirements of the Funding Agreement. The initial 
strategy included the cogeneration system. As the cogeneration system 
was replaced with the high efficiency boiler, a revised strategy was 
prepared in 2015, which has now been implemented. 

A communication 
strategy was 
developed in early 
2014 as part of 
the first project 
plan setting out the 
events and activities 
proposed to achieve 
the CEEP objectives 
and requirements 
of the Funding 
Agreement. 
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The successful tenderer for turning the communication strategy into 
reality was Ecocreative. The key messages from the communication 
strategy are shown in Appendix A.

Ecocreative is an Adelaide based consultancy founded in 1998 that 
delivers services such as community consultations, with a focus on 
sustainability.

5.3 Activities
The demonstration and communications activities were delivered in 
the second half of 2015, following completion of the energy efficiency 
activities. The reason for the timing was that there needed to be 
something to see and a story to tell, which was only possible after 
construction had been completed and the energy savings measures were 
available.

As the Funding Agreement states:

The Recipient will demonstrate energy efficiency measures through a 
variety of activities including:

Media and public launch

5.3.1 Media and public launch
The Funding Agreement states:

Media and public launch with government and industry representation;

This was the only demonstration and communication activity not 
undertaken due to a change of Australian government at the time the 
project was ready for launch. Council wanted to ensure that they took 
the right approach to publicity thus the need to commence construction 
became more critical than waiting for the right time for a public launch. 
Consequently this was delayed pending an appropriate opportunity, 
which did not arise.

5.3.2 Site tours
The Funding Agreement states:

Site tours;

There were three types of site tours undertaken during the course of the 
project and at completion.
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Construction and energy efficiency companies were provided tours of 
the facility as part of the tender process and introduction to the project. 
These tours in part led to a rethink of the approach from the co-
generation plant to the high efficiency boiler.

Media and public relations companies toured the facility during the course 
of construction. Following these tours editorial articles were written and 
marketing of the energy efficiency outcomes were prepared.

Community and business tours were undertaken at the completion of 
the project in August 2015. These tours included provision of an energy 
pack show bag as shown below, demonstration of the energy efficiency 
benefits and collection of names for a follow up on the success of the 
demonstration activity. Over 140 residents and business members were 
taken on these tours, with follow up to occur in November 2015 on the 
success of the demonstration.

5.3.3 Presentation
The Funding Agreement states:

A presentation on the project at the City Switch Cafe Series event;

The project was included in a series of events held by Council including 
the City Switch Café. Public and business were informed of the project at 
every available opportunity.

5.3.4 Energy pack
The Funding Agreement states:

Energy pack with information on the project and saving energy at 
home along with tools to help save energy (e.g. thermometers, 
energy saver power boards, weather stripping);

Energy packs with information on the project and saving energy 
at home, along with tools to help save energy, were prepared 
and distributed as shown below. Included in the energy pack 
were energy saver fact sheets, energy efficiency globes, power 
guides and information on the project. Over 200 packs have 
been prepared and distributed to the community.
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5.3.5 Editorial articles
The Funding Agreement states:

Editorial articles to relevant industry publications on the Activity;

Editorial articles such as those shown below have been published in 
Adelaide papers and magazines. The Adelaide Now article was published 
in September 2015 enabling inclusion of the initial energy savings 
measures from the project. Editorial articles are planned for industry 
magazines including the December issue of ‘Facility Management’ the 
leading industry magazine on energy efficiency for commercial building 
operators.

6160

F O R M F O R M[THE adElaidE REViEW SEPTEMBER 2015 / adVERTiS iNG FEaTURE]

As a forward–thinking city, 
Adelaide is actively pursuing 
a clean energy future. As part 
of this vision, the Adelaide City 

Council has completed an energy efficiency 
project co–funded by the Australian 
Government’s Community Energy Efficiency 
Program (CEEP).

The Adelaide Aquatic Centre is the City 
Council’s largest energy consuming and 
most carbon intensive site. The Aquatic 
Centre project enabled a variety of measures 
to be implemented to reduce both carbon 
emissions and energy consumption. 

The energy saving measures have been 
delivered in combination with a range of 
other major upgrades and are contributing 
to building a sustainable, modern and 
invigorating future for the 45–year–old 
centre. 

The addition of thermal pool blankets to 
primary large water areas, installation of 
a new energy efficient boiler, and a heat 
recovery system that recycles heat lost in 
the centre’s high roof space, are the main 
new energy efficiency features. A new 
filtration system has also improved the 
quality and clarity of the Aquatic Centre’s 
water, reducing the need for backwashing, 
which makes cleaning procedures more 

timely and efficient, reducing water 
consumption significantly. A large facet of 
work completed was focused on introducing 
a new building management system, which 
allows improved control over the Centre’s 
operation and is based on the number of 
visitors using the facilities. The system 
allows the building facility manager to 
efficiently regulate energy use, which 
translates to greater benefits for both users 
and the environment.

“This extensive project combined 
energy efficiency measures, funded by 
this program, with pool retiling, improved 
disability access, and changes to the pool 
designs,” says Paul Smith, an Adelaide 
City Council Sustainability Advisor. “The 
improvements built on previous upgrades, 
such as the new roof, have resulted in 
improved comfort within the centre and 
an overall better experience for visitors. The 
project involved quite a complex process, as 
much of the work was in public use areas, 
requiring shutting down one–half of the 
centre while the other remained open, and 
vice versa. However, much of the energy 
efficiency related work has been completed 
behind the scenes. 

“Facilities such as the Aquatic Centre are 
continually being developed and improved 
over time, but what can often be neglected 

adElaidE 
aqUaTic 
cENTRE

B Y  a l E x a N d R a  M E a k i N

Less energy, means lots more fun

SWiMMiNG iN a cURRENT OF cHaNGE

Disclaimer: The views expressed 
herein are not necessarily the views of 
the Commonwealth of Australia, and 
the Commonwealth does not accept 
responsibility for any information or advice 
contained herein

adelaideaquaticcentre.com.au

is the upgrade of supporting equipment and 
infrastructure at the same time. A huge 
impetus for this project was asset renewal. 
We used the opportunity to upgrade much 
of the electrical infrastructure and pipework 
to transform the whole centre into an 
entirely modern facility.” 

Improving energy efficiency is one of 
the fastest and most cost effective ways 
to reduce emissions. This, together with 
the broader facilities upgrade at the 
Adelaide Aquatic Centre, will result in a 
more comfortable and enjoyable customer 
experience overall. Reliable temperature 
control and improved water quality are 
just a few of the many benefits visitors 
can expect to encounter, while the energy 
savings will help Council to keep costs down. 

Leisure Facilities Manager Gareth Dunne 
is pleased with the results; already receiving 
much positive feedback from centre 
regulars. 

“Being such a large community facility, 
there is a real opportunity to promote 
the benefits by showcasing sustainable 
practice,” Dunne says. “Through capital 
improvement, success can be achieved 
not only financially, but also through our 
improvement in energy use. 

“When visitors first walk in they will 
most likely notice the large thermal pool 
blankets,” Dunne says. “In the past, many 
customers asked why we didn’t have a 
thermal blanket system, now customers 
are commenting on the huge improvement 

in water clarity, as well as ambient 
temperatures being more comfortable. It’s 
a nice contrast to be using less energy, and 
having customers praising the initiative. 
They’re returning more often now that 
the facility has been upgraded.”

The tangible benefits of this initiative 
offer great opportunities for further 
education on energy efficiency. The 
Adelaide Aquatic Centre can now actively 
utilise its working showcase to encourage 
the wider community to think about saving 
energy and water in a positive forward-
thinking way.

“With several thousand visitors walking 
through the centre doors each week, 
there is definitely an opportunity for us 
to connect and promote energy efficiency 
awareness,” says Smith. “Visitors come 
from across the metropolitan area and 
beyond, including international visitors, 
and a wide range of school groups from 
junior primary right through to senior 

secondary; it’s a broad cross section of 
the community.” 

This is a valuable step in achieving 
long–term citywide carbon and energy 
targets. It is part of an ongoing carbon 
neutral and energy management plan for 
the City of Adelaide to deliver energy 
and carbon savings across numerous 
council sites, contributing to moving 
South Australia towards a prosperous 
clean energy future.

“With several thousand 
visitors walking through 
the centre doors each 
week, there is definitely 
an opportunity for us to 
connect and promote 
energy efficiency 
awareness.”

Membership

*Conditions apply.

To find out more and to register  
telephone: 8203 7665  

email: aac@adelaidecitycouncil.com

adelaide aquatic centre 
jeffcott road, north adelaide

adelaideaquaticcentre.com.au 

• free parking • free body composition analysis + goal setting • free ½ hour personal training session •
• fitness centre and pool access • group fitness classes • spa, sauna and steamroom • 10% swim shop discount •  

adelaide aquatic centre

12 month special
direct debit membership

only$14.99*

  a weekDealoffer includes
Supporting seriously ill children

Supporting seriously ill children
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5.3.6 Website
The Funding Agreement states:

Project updates on the Adelaide Aquatic Centre and the Recipient’s 
website;

Project updates have been included in both the Adelaide Aquatic Centre 
and Adelaide City Council websites. Screen shots of both websites are 
shown below.

5.3.7 Articles
The Funding Agreement states:

Articles in the Recipient’s Inside Adelaide magazine and rates notices;

Adelaide City Council’s Inside Adelaide Magazine has been replaced by 
‘Adelaide Now’. Adelaide Now has included articles on the project - see 
Section 7.1. The magazine reference, including reference to the articles, 
is made in the rates notices. 

Website screen shots
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5.3.8 Signs and brochures
The Funding Agreement states:

Signs and brochures on the project updates at the Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre,

Signs and brochures on the project updates have been available at 
the Adelaide Aquatic Centre throughout the project. These signs and 
brochures will remain at the Centre for 12 months or longer as the 
continued energy efficiency improvements are made and verified.

5.3.9 Project video
Although not required as part of the Funding Agreement, Council is 
immensely proud of the achievements made, and has prepared a 
video of the project and the energy efficiency achievements. The video 
is posted on both the Aquatic Centre and the Adelaide City Council 
websites.

5.3.10 Ongoing
Demonstrations and communications on the success of the project 
will be ongoing. Further energy savings are still to be made and more 
events and feedback on the outcomes of the energy efficiency packs 
and site tours will be made towards the end of 2015.
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Part 3

Outcomes
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6 Energy efficiency outcomes

The design, mix and construction of the energy efficiency components 
including pool covers, heating and ventilation, Building Management 
System, Variable Speed Drive and High Efficient Boiler have combined 
to achieve real and measurable savings in energy use. At the time of the 
completion of this report in October 2015, the savings were exceeding 
27 percent on preconstruction energy use. As the highest energy use 
building of Adelaide City Council, these savings are significant as a 
contribution to greenhouse gas reduction. As the project was not running 
at full capacity during the time of measurement, even greater savings are 
expected when fully operational.  Estimates of up to between 35 - 40 
percent reduction in energy use are predicted when all measures are 
fully operation, well exceeding the estimates made in the original CEEP 
application.  Note that this figure will be verified following a full 12 months 
of operation covering all seasons ie in August 2016.

A breakdown of the savings, the measurement data, analysis and the 
basis for comparison before and after, based on the first 3 months of 
operation, and factoring in external climatic conditions, is provided.

6.1 Funding Agreement
Annexure A of the Funding Agreement sets out details on the 
requirements for reporting on energy efficiency outcomes. The agreement 
states:

The success of the Activity, and the Program as a whole, is reliant 
on increasing energy efficiency and reporting this to the Department. 
To determine the effectiveness of the Activity and enable a useful 
comparison of energy information across the funded Activities of the 
Program, this document describes the energy information that the 
Recipient must provide to the Department and the format in which the 
information must be presented to the Department (see Attachment A and 
B to this Annexure A).

6.2 Energy information table
Using the format required in the Funding Agreement, and the table 
provided in the approved project plan of estimated energy savings, a 
new line has been included showing actual savings as measured in 
September 2015.

Estimates of up to 
between 35 - 40 
percent reduction 
in energy use are 
predicted when 
all measures are 
fully operation, 
well exceeding the 
estimates made in 
the original CEEP 
application.
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Energy Efficiency Improvement following completion

Building

Total pool hall floor area is 8,350m2.

Total energy usage of pool hall space 
heating was 24,349,124 MJ/yr.
The estimated projected reduction of pool 
hall space heating usage was 7,080,124 
MJ/yr.
The actual energy efficiency improvement 
reduction of pool hall space heating usage 
is 6,535,130 MJ/yr.
Total energy usage of pool hall space 
heating at completion of the CEEP project 
is now 17,813,994 MJ/yr.
Total energy usage for space heating was 
2,916 MJ/m2
The estimated projected energy efficiency 
improvement reduction of space heating 
usage was 847.9 MJ/m2
The actual energy efficiency improvement 
is a reduction of space heating usage is 
782.7 MJ/m
Total energy usage for space heating at 
completion of the CEEP project is now 
2,133.3 MJ/m2

Water

Total combined pool water volume is 
4.358 ML.
Total energy usage for pool water heating 
was 18,922,673 MJ/yr.
The estimated projected energy efficiency 
improvement reduction of pool water 
heating usage was 5,643,876 MJ/yr.
The actual energy efficiency improvement 
reduction of pool water heating usage is 
5,122,256 MJ/yr.
Total energy usage for pool water heating 
at completion of the CEEP project is now 
13,800,417 MJ/yr.

Table 1.0 Energy Efficiency Improvement original estimate and actual, September 2015
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Total energy consumption per volume of 
water heated was 4.34 MJ/L.
The estimated projected energy efficiency 
improvement reduction of per volume of 
water heated was 0.83 MJ/L.
The actual energy efficiency improvement 
reduction of per volume of water heated is 
1.18 MJ/L.
Total energy consumption per volume of 
water heated at completion of the CEEP 
project is now 3.16 MJ/L.
Total energy consumption per average 
number of pool users was 70.6 MJ/
patron/year.
The estimated projected energy efficiency 
improvement reduction per average 
number of pool users was 17.2 MJ/
patron/year.
The actual energy efficiency improvement 
reduction per average number of pool 
users is now 16.3 MJ/patron/year.
Total energy consumption per average 
number of pool users at completion of the 
CEEP project is now 54.3 MJ/patron/year.

Estimated Cost Savings

The estimated cost savings of the project 
was $109,120 per year in energy costs.
The actual cost savings of the project 
based on a 27% reduction in energy use 
is $104,307 per year in energy costs.
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6.3 Methodology estimates/actual
The actual savings are slightly under the estimated savings as there is 
still work to be done in fine tuning the BMS, the Condensing Fire Tube 
boiler and operations of the pool covers. It is estimated that when all 
components of the project are operational, a reduction in energy use of in 
excess of between 35 - 40 per cent will be achieved.

Methodology
There are a range of variables that are critical to note to ensure that 
the energy use figures are comparing like with like. Climatic conditions, 
centre operations, time of the year are just a few.  Adelaide City Council 
is dedicated to ensuring that the figures provided are scientifically 
based and accurately demonstrate real savings in energy use.  The 
methodology provides details of the variables and the basis for the figures 
provided.

1. Selection of sample period for analysis

The period from 15 August to 15 September 2015 was selected for 
analysis of performance as this was a period in which the majority of the 
plant was running, including deployment of the pool covers. It should be 
noted that some of the equipment was not fully operational at this period 
and commissioning refinement is an ongoing process – see point 2 for 
more information.

2.  Notes on project implementation, delays in commissioning and issues 
still to be resolved

Full energy savings have not been realised due to a range of issues 
associated with commissioning of the plant and equipment:
 
Pool covers – automated pool winches and slave motors were   
not functioning correctly and had to be replaced under warranty   
resulting in delays and initial intermittent use of the pool covers.   
Some issues are still to be resolved with the operation of pool    
covers resulting in intermittent operation.

Boiler – initial delays in gas connection followed by delays in set  
up. Boiler needed to be set as the main boiler and changes to send and 
return water temperature were required. Further refinement also required 
to manage varied heating demand from different pools over different pipe 
distances.

Air handling unit VSD fans – new VSD on main air handling unit fan 
has been delayed in installation due to incompatibility with existing fan 
motors. As a consequence, significant savings are not yet registered 
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associated with this equipment. This equipment will allow the main space 
heating load to be reduced overnight when pool covers are in place and 
will contribute to significant savings.

3.  Relationship between temperatures and gas use – different data 
periods
The following information demonstrates and quantifies the relationship 
between ambient/outside temperature and gas consumption (heating 
requirements) in the centre.  This enabled the quantification of energy 
savings taking into account the impact of ambient temperature on the 
data sets/periods selected for analysis.

The information below separates the gas data into three periods for 
comparison:

 1. whole pre-project period (2007-2013, excluding 2011). 2011 is 
excluded as the AAC was closed for the majority of the year due 
to roof upgrades;
 2. 2007-2010 – demonstration of energy use prior to roof 
replacement; and

 3. 2012-2013 – post roof replacement period

Minimum average temp and gas use

• Average minimum temperature and gas consumption 2007-2010 (pre 
roof upgrade): 769GJ per 2°C.

• Average minimum temperature and gas consumption 2007-2013 
(excluding 2011 due to roof upgrade): 834GJ per 2°C.

• Average minimum temperature and gas consumption 2012-2013 
(post roof upgrade): 909GJ per 2°C.

Maximum average temp and gas use

• Average maximum temperature and gas consumption 2007-2010 
(pre roof upgrade): 541GJ per 2°C.

• Average maximum temperature and gas consumption 2007-2013 
(excluding 2011 due to roof upgrade): 556GJ per 2°C.

• Average maximum temperature and gas consumption 2012-2013 
(post roof upgrade): 606GJ per 2°C.

See Figures 1,2, and 3.
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Figure 3: Relationship between ambient minimum temperature and gas consumption (2007-2013)
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Figure 1 and 2: Comparison of gas consumption relative to ambient temperature between 2013 and 2015

2013 2015

There is an inverse relationship between gas use and ambient temperature.  Historically
(2007-2013 – Exc. 2011), this has been an average increase of 834GJ (approx. 27.8 GJ per 
day) of gas consumption per month for every 2°C reduction in average monthly minimum 
temperature.

Ave daily gas 2013 (with 2°C temp 
factor – 27.8 GJ per day) – 176.6GJ

Figure 3 Relationship between ambient minimum temperature and gas consumption (2007-2013)

There is an inverse relationship between gas use and ambient temperature.  Historically (2007-2013 – 
Exc. 2011), this has been an average increase of 834GJ (approx. 27.8 GJ per day) of gas consump-
tion per month for every 2°C reduction in average monthly minimum temperature.
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4.  Seasonal variability in gas use

The following provides some further analysis on the relationship between 
ambient temperature and gas use at the AAC (see Figures 4,5 and 6):
• Potentially greater savings will be attainable in autumn, spring and 

summer – at these periods the higher ambient overnight temperature 
will reduce the plant operating requirements for both pool and space 
heating and provide part load heating conditions providing the best 
conditions to maximise the effectiveness of the new condensing boiler 
operation (i.e. ability to balance heating loads more effectively and 
reduce return water temperatures making condensing boiler more 
efficient).

• Gas use is more responsive to temperature changes at lower 
temperature than higher temperature periods (i.e. a 2°C difference at 
lower temperature periods/ranges will result in greater increases in 
gas use than a 2°C difference at higher temperature periods/ranges)

• There appears to be a stronger relationship between temperature and 
gas use at colder temperatures than warmer temperatures (i.e. the 
‘spread’ of gas use is wider at higher average monthly temperatures).

Figure 4 – Seasonal variability in gas use
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2013 2015

Date daily GJ min temp Date daily GJ min temp
Aug-

15 189.333 6.6
Aug-

15 176.881 10.9

16 196.099 10 16 166.628 6.9

17 180.238 8 17 176.917 9.3
18 187.551 9 18 175.737 8.8

19 199.869 7.4 19 121.164 8.5

20 189.615 4.8 20 123.673 12.5
21 191.311 8 21 118.993 12.7

22 181.064 9.1 22 124.108 9.6

23 176.353 11.3 23 121.836 6
24 184.283 11 24 139.211 9.2

25 184.491 9.1 25 122.864 8.6

26 180.842 6.3 26 125.077 8.9
27 141.307 9.3 27 139.248 4.6

28 141.165 10.4 28 146.279 6.2

29 158.975 14 29 132.607 4.4
30 141.975 12 30 131.771 6.8

31 120.51 9.9 31 120.929 4.1

1 115.552 17.1 1 106.489 9.5
2 117.825 11.1 2 134.55 10.6

3 61.49 16 3 113.702 9.5

4 85.994 18.5 4 125.534 6.5
5 146.269 15.6 5 104.809 4.3

6 148.537 12.7 6 110.406 10.9

7 136.548 7.9 7 114.3 9.5
8 70.425 13.9 8 107.211 11.5

9 111.517 19.2 9 114.053 10.8

10 159.11 11.5 10 105.864 5.5
11 139.931 10.1 11 85.685 10.5

12 161.333 10.7 12 71.037 15.5

13 136.034 12.1 13 64.041 17.1
14 127.125 12.3 14 126.098 14.7

Sep-
15 97.914 10.2

Sep-
15 176.184 9.4

Total Ave Total Ave
4760.59 11.1 4023.886 9.2

Temp 
adjusted 
gas use*

Percentage 
saving

Temp 
adjusted 
saving*

5594.59
15.5% 28.1%

* Based on Figure 3 data, a 2°C average minimum ambient monthly temperature reduction equates to an average 834GJ increase in monthly gas consumption (heating load requirement).

Table 2.0 Comparative data results

* Based on Figure 3 data, a 2°C average minimum ambient monthly temperature reduction equates 
to an average 834GJ increase in monthly gas consumption (heating load requirement).
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5.  Improvements in indoor air and water temperatures

Savings have been achieved while also achieving significant 
improvements in indoor air temperatures and water temperatures.
Prior to the project implementation, the new roof had resulted in existing 
plant being unable to meet set temperature requirements on numerous 
occasions when ambient temperatures were low. This was demonstrated 
in the Lucid report submitted in the application.

The new heat recovery unit in particular, has ensured that heating 
requirements are now being met and comfort levels have significantly 
improved. Additionally, the plant now has the ability to recover water 
temperatures faster when there is a temperature reduction caused by 
pool water top ups, filter cleaning or other operational requirements.

6.  Energy cost notes

The energy saving metrics have been applied to energy costs from the 
baseline information. New gas costs have not been used as Council 
entered into a new contract arrangement for gas supply during the 
delivery of the project. This has resulted in an entirely different tariff 
system than before project delivery.

Prior to the project, Council was on a basic retail type rate with 
gas charges based predominantly on per GJ charges as the main 
component.

The revised contract has significantly reduced the per GJ charges and 
transferred costs to demand charges. Council will still be able to attain 
additional costs savings from demand based charges (beyond per GJ 
based charges), however this will need to be negotiated through the 
contract demand based charges. See Figure 7. 
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Electricity use comparison 2013 to 2015 – 15 August 
to 15 September period 

Total 2013 
(kWh) 

Total 2015 
(kWh) Saving (%) 

824093.2 773995.5 6.1% 

Figure 7 Energy cost notes
15 min interval electricity consumption – 15 August to 15 September (2013 and 2015)
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Figure 7.0 Fifteen minute interval electricity consumption – 15 August to 15 September (2013 and 
2015)

6.4 Summary of outcomes
The design, mix and construction of the energy efficiency components 
including pool covers, heating and ventilation, Building Management 
System, Variable Speed Drive and High Efficient Boiler have combined 
to achieve real and measurable savings in energy use. The objective of 
Adelaide City Council and the CEEP program have been achieved and 
will be exceeded with this project.
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7 Demonstration and 
Communication Outcomes

The communication and demonstration outcomes will be fully known in 
2016. The outcomes that are being aimed for is a change of behaviour in 
energy efficiency use as a result of the communications undertaken. The 
process has started but the feedback and measurement of success will 
take time. Some results have come in and can be shown.

7.1 Results 2015
The best demonstration of results to date is from the article ‘Adelaide 
Aquatic Centre: Swimming In A Current Of Change’, published in 
Adelaide Now.  The article says:

As a forward-thinking city, Adelaide is actively pursuing a clean energy 
future. As part of this vision, the Adelaide City Council has completed an 
energy efficiency project co-funded through the Australian Government’s 
Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP).

The Adelaide Aquatic Centre is the City Council’s largest energy 
consuming and most carbon intensive site, and the Aquatic Centre 
project enabled a variety of energy efficiency measures to be 
implemented to reduce both carbon emissions and energy consumption.

The energy saving measures have been delivered in combination 
with a range of other major upgrades and is contributing to building a 
sustainable, modern and invigorating future for the 45-year-old Centre.

“This extensive project combined energy efficiency measures, funded 
by this program, with pool retiling, improved disability access, and 
changes to the pool designs,” says Paul Smith, an Adelaide City Council 
Sustainability Advisor. “The improvements built on previous upgrades 
such as the new roof have resulted in improved comfort within the centre 
and an overall better experience for visitors. The project involved quite a 
complex process as much of the work was in public use areas, requiring 
shutting down one-half of the Centre while the other remained open, and 
vice versa. However, much of the energy efficiency related works has 
been completed behind the scenes.

“Facilities such as the Aquatic Centre are continually being developed 
and improved over time, but what can often be neglected is the upgrade 
of supporting equipment and infrastructure at the same time. A huge 
impetus for this project was asset renewal. We used the opportunity to 
upgrade much of the electrical infrastructure and pipe work to transform 

The energy saving 
measures have 
been delivered in 
combination with 
a range of other 
major upgrades and 
is contributing to 
building a sustainable, 
modern and 
invigorating future 
for the 45-year-old 
Centre.
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the whole centre into an entirely modern facility.”

Improving energy efficiency is one of the fastest and most cost effective 
ways to reduce emissions. This, together with the broader facilities 
upgrade at the Adelaide Aquatic Centre, will result in a more comfortable 
and enjoyable customer experience overall. Reliable temperature control 
and improved water quality are just a few of the many benefits visitors 
can expect to encounter, while the energy savings will help Council to 
keep costs down.

Leisure Facilities Manager, Gareth Dunne, is pleased with the results; 
already receiving much positive feedback from centre regulars, 
demonstrating that the enhancements are already attracting a positive 
response from the environmentally aware community.

“Being such a large community facility, there is a real opportunity to 
promote the benefits by showcasing sustainable practice,” Dunne 
says. “Through capital improvement, success can be achieved not only 
financially, but also through our improvement in energy use.”

The addition of thermal pool blankets to primary large water areas, 
installation of a new energy efficient boiler, and a heat recovery system 
that recycles heat lost in the Centre’s high roof space, are the main new 
energy efficiency features. A new filtration system has also improved 
the quality and clarity of the Aquatic Centre’s water, reducing the need 
for backwashing, which makes cleaning procedures more timely and 
efficient, reducing water consumption significantly. A large facet of work 
completed was focused on introducing a new building management 
system, which allows improved control over the Centre’s operation and 
is based on the number of visitors using the facilities. The system allows 
the building facility manager to efficiently regulate energy use, which 
translates to greater benefits for both users and the environment.

“When visitors first walk in they will most likely notice the large thermal 
pool blankets,” Dunne says. “In the past, many customers asked why we 
didn’t have a thermal blanket system, now customers are commenting on 
the huge improvement in water clarity, as well as ambient temperatures 
being more comfortable. It’s a nice contrast to be using less energy, and 
having customers praising the initiative. They’re returning more often now 
that the facility has been upgraded.”

The tangible benefits of this initiative offer great opportunities for further 
education on energy efficiency. The Adelaide Aquatic Centre can now 
actively utilise its working showcase to encourage the wider community 
to think about saving energy and water in a positive forward-thinking way.
“With several thousand visitors walking through the Centre doors each 
week, there is definitely an opportunity for us to connect and promote 
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energy efficiency awareness,” says Paul Smith. “Visitors come from 
across the metropolitan area and beyond, including international visitors, 
and a wide range of school groups from junior primary right through to 
senior secondary; it’s a broad cross section of the community.”

This is a valuable step in achieving long-term citywide carbon and energy 
targets. It is part of an ongoing carbon neutral and energy management 
plan for the City of Adelaide delivering energy and carbon savings across 
numerous council sites. Contributing to moving South Australia towards a 
prosperous clean energy future.
 
Note that this is a reprint of article published in ‘Adelaide Now’. The 
published article included a disclaimer that the views expressed herein 
are not necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and 
the Commonwealth does not accept responsibility for any information or 
advice contained herein.

This article was presented by the Adelaide City Council.
adelaideaquaticcentre.com.au

7.2 2016
2016 is when we will know the real results of the demonstration and 
communications activities.  Combined with the extensive publicity 
undertaken by council on sustainability, the ongoing communications and 
the Energy Packs, interviews and feedback on change of practice will 
be sought at the end of 2015 and into 2016.  This will include use of the 
project information for Business and on the project and saving energy at 
home. 

With over 200 packs prepared and distributed to the community. 
along with tools to help save energy, there will be real and measurable 
outcomes to be show from the project in 2016 and beyond.
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8 Amenity outcomes – stories from 
the pool floor

Stories from the pool floor were conducted on the afternoon of Tuesday 
29 September 2015. No prior arrangements were made, with Colin 
Steele (Section51 Consultants) using a technique called ‘most significant 
change’ to ask questions of members of the staff and public who were 
on the pool deck on how they see the outcomes of the CEEP project 
affecting them. All participants signed release forms agreeing to their 
story being included in this report.

8.1 Danny 
Danny has been a senior lifeguard at the Aquatic Centre since 2009. His 
experience of the Centre prior to the CEEP project was one of complaints 
from parents and children about temperature variations in both the water 
and pool deck. Early morning squad experienced very cold water which 
sometimes took hours to heat up. Parents struggled with the cold on the 
pool deck and with shivering children after swim school.

Danny said that with completion of the project, ‘the pool is a nice place 
to be for everyone’. The water in the morning has only a minor reduction 
in temperature as a result of the pool covers, with the new boiler rapidly 
restoring temperature. ‘Parents and kids like to be here now’.

The flow on effect is he is seeing a lot more parents bring their kids to the 
pool now for recreation and learn to swim. As Danny said ‘ the more kids 
that have time in the water at the Aquatic Centre, the less drownings we 
will have in backyard pools and rivers, and that makes him very happy’ 

8.2 Samantha 
Samantha has been a swim school instructor at the Aquatic Centre for 
three years. Samantha’s experience prior to the project was that she had 
to wear tights in the water as it was so cold. She was aware that the kids 
were cold and that made it difficult with teaching.

Samantha said that since the CEEP project the ‘pool is fantastic’. The 
water quality has improved, the temperature is consistent and the 
kids are happy’. Like Danny she is seeing an increase in the numbers 
attending the swim school as the word gets out that the pool is 
consistently warm, and a nice place to be now.

There is a consistent 
theme though the 
stories that the 
Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre is now a 
comfortable place to 
be and welcoming for 
swimmers, parents 
and staff.
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8.3 Robert 
Robert is a runner who uses the Aquatic Centre gym as the end point of 
his exercise regime. He has been using the centre for eight years since 
his retirement. Robert admits that prior to the project he was seriously 
considering other options for exercise rather than coming to the Aquatic 
Centre as it just wasn’t comfortable and a challenge due to the cold 
on the pool deck and in the gym. He said ‘they just couldn’t get the 
temperature right at any time of the year.’

Robert called the change ‘a transformation’. The temperature is stable, 
the pool deck and gym are comfortable and his exercise experience is 
more enjoyable which is just what he needs.

8.4 Bronwyn 
Bronwyn is a swim school supervisor who has been working at the 
Aquatic Centre for four years. Bronwyn’s experience prior to the project 
is easy to quote ‘freezing both summer and winter’. She walks the 
pool deck and had to wear coats, which is out of place in an Aquatic 
Centre. ‘The pool space just didn’t warm up in winter, and was far too 
cold in summer’. Bronwyn, like many of the staff had to deal with many 
complaints from the parents.

Bronwyn’s experience since the project is also easy to quote ‘Wow I 
am just exited now’. The pool deck is nice and warm, she doesn’t have 
to wear a coat, which is much more professional and the staff, kids 
and parents are happy. She hasn’t received a single complaint, just 
compliments, since the project has been completed.

8.5 Madeline 
Madeline has been a pool deck lifeguard 
at the Aquatic Centre for 13 years. 
Having spent such a long time in the 
Centre, Madeline has a clear picture of 
‘the decline’ as she called it. She was 
watching as numbers were dropping, 
kids didn’t want to be there anymore and 
parents were not happy. She even took 
a job in another pool for a while thinking 
that maybe there was limited future for 
the Aquatic Centre.
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After the completion of the project, Madeline says that the Aquatic Centre 
is a ‘nice place to work’. It is warm, comfortable and most of all, the 
complaints have stopped, and she loves that.

8.6 Rebecca 
Rebecca is a parent of two boys, Angus 
aged ten and Henry aged eight who have 
been attending the swim school for four 
years. Like many of those interviewed, 
Rebecca is easy to quote on what the 
Centre was like before the project. ‘The 
boys use to get out of the pool ‘blue’, they 
didn’t want to come here and just wanted 
to leave as soon as they could’. As a 
parent Rebecca struggled to find a warm 
spot to sit and suffered though the time on 
the side of the pool.

Rebecca is really surprised at the extent of 
the change that has occurred as a result of 

the project. The boys want to come to the pool well before swim school 
now so they can play, it is comfortable on the pool deck and it is nice to 
be here she said.

She summed it up by saying that Angus now wants to just swim as his 
exercise and fun. As Rebecca said, and agreed by the swim school 
parents around her, the benefits of making the pool a nice place to be far 
exceeds just the improvement in comfort. It is now providing a healthy 
future for their children and a safer one as they are happy to be in the 
swim school and learn.
 

8.7 Stories 
There is a consistent theme though the stories that the Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre is now a comfortable place to be and welcoming for swimmers, 
parents and staff. Making the pool energy efficient has had the added 
benefit, which cannot be costed in monetary terms, of bringing more kids 
into the swim school, providing a health future for them and as Danny 
said, if even one child is saved from drowning as a result, than the project 
has been worth a hundred times whatever it cost.
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Australian energy efficiency industry outcomes have been achieved 
across many parts of the project.  From the boiler made in Melbourne to 
communication using a South Australian sustainability communicator the 
project was a real win for Australian Industry.

9.1 Industrial Air 
Industrial Air, an Australian company with over 30 years as a leading 
distributor of Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
(HVAC & R) equipment and systems in South Australia, Western Australia, 
and the Northern Territory provided the expert advice and custom 
solutions for a wide variety of energy efficient air conditioning and heating 
equipment,

9.2 Sunbather 
Sunbather an Australian company that grew out of the 1970 energy crisis 
when three students formed a company to build solar powered products. 
Ever since, Sunbather has been proudly Australian owned and operated.  
Sunbather provided the pool covers.

9.3 Dematec 
Dematec Automation and Energy, a multidisciplinary engineering 
company specialising in integrated systems including industrial 
automation, robotics, and continuous process control provided the BMS. 
They have been delivering projects and supporting systems in all parts 
of Australia, as well as internationally, since 1990. Dematec Energy is 
based in Adelaide and is a leader in the provision of comprehensive and 
innovative solutions for the reduction of energy usage and operating 
costs. The BMS is the largest combined expenditure as it is the heart 
of the operations of all the energy efficiency works.  Without the BMS 
most of the energy efficiency measures could not be achieved. Dematec 
provided the electrical upgrades to enable the various energy efficient 
elements of the systems to be coordinated through the BMS.

9.4 Aira 
The boiler is the real success story when it comes to supporting 
Australian Energy Efficiency Industry.  A single condensing high 
efficiency boiler was not originally a component of the project in 2011.  
In November 2013 Aira (the manufacturer) took the decision to start 
manufacturing condensing boilers in Australia.  Aira is a leading Australian 

9 Australian Industry Outcomes
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manufacturer and supplier of commercial and industrial products, dating 
from 1965. 

The purchase of the new Aira high efficiency Condensing Fire Tube boiler 
demonstrates that council was willing to invest in new Australian Energy 
Efficiency technology, regarded as being up there as the best in the 
world.  

The technical expertise and engineering knowledge behind the Aira 
equipment is Australian home grown and this project has contributed 
to ensuring that the company continues to grow and expand with even 
more employment.

9.5 Airconserve 
Air Con Serve are Council’s preferred supplier to maintain and 
further develop its BMS. Airconserve was therefore nominated as a 
subcontractor to the Essential Works contract, Boiler and Air Handling 
unit contracts ie that delivered the CEEP related improvements. Air Con 
Serve was established in 1978 and has been exclusively involved in the 
Building Automation controls industry specialising in innovative energy 
efficiency solutions. Air Con Serve is a shareholder in the patented Shaw 
method of Airconditioning which can reduce cooling energy by up to 50% 
and eliminate reheat.

Airconserve offers the most comprehensive range of Environmental 
Controls, DDC Systems and Interface Devices on the market. From the 
design and installation of complete Building Management Systems, to 
the supplying of a domestic thermostat. Air Con Serve is dedicated to the 
pursuit of Energy Conservation, winning multiple awards for their energy 
efficiency works.

9.6 Unique Urban Built 
Unique Urban Built won the Essential Works package of works and 
worked cooperatively with Council to adjust the scope to achieve 
the intended energy efficiency outcomes. Unique Urban Built is an 
established, reputable and award-winning construction company in 
South Australia. It has amassed significant experience since 2007, 
undertaking a wide range of design and construction projects both large 
and small, in South Australia and other rural and remote locations. 

Nathan O’Neill and Michael Buckerfield worked together for five years on 
a variety of projects before establishing Unique Urban Built in February 
2007. They aim to provide a professional, quality service in commercial 
construction, with all works completed with integrity and professionalism. 
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Unique Urban Built has constructed and renovated hundreds of projects 
in South Australia valued from $300k up to $5-6 million. The business 
has been growing steadily over the last four years to meet the growing 
demand. The future for Unique Urban Built is bright. Having consistently 
demonstrated its strong work ethic, quality and commitment to all works 
it undertakes, Unique Urban Built is now trusted to carry out a growing 
array of works requiring innovation and flair.

9.7 Gerard Lighting 
Gerard Lighting was engaged to supply new lighting to meet current 
illumination standards and improved energy efficiency. LED lights replace 
halogen lights. Gerard is the company behind Australia’s most innovative 
and comprehensive group of lighting brands. The Group’s brand portfolio 
is the envy of the lighting industry; all of whom are leading lighting entities 
in their respective marketing segments.

As part of Champ Private Equity, collectively, the Gerard Lighting Group 
offer a powerful combination of complementing brands providing our 
client’s an innovative and sustainable lighting solution for any lighting 
design. Based in Adelaide, South Australia, with customer service and 
warehouse resources in each capital city of Australia and New Zealand; 
the Gerard Lighting Group is a well-known and respected name in the 
electrical industry since the 1930s.

9.8 Azzo 
Azzo has since been engaged to install Smart Meters to independently 
monitor savings achieved from specific infrastructure installations. 
AZZO Pty Ltd t/a AZZO Automation strives for excellence in Energy 
Management, Electrical Engineering and Wastewater Management 
services.

Their philosophy is to work in partnership with clients to deliver innovative, 
practical and efficient solutions to engineering and technological 
challenges.

AZZO engineers are highly skilled team members with a wealth of 
experience gained from the automotive, medical and manufacturing 
industries.

Azzo works with clients’ scope, budget and timing requirements and 
provides services within a framework of continual improvement in terms 
of safety, quality and cost. AZZO is proud to be Schneider Electric’s 
exclusive Energy Solutions Integrator for South Australia and the Northern 
Territory, providing technical support & sales for Powerlogic ION meters & 
software.
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9.9 Ecocreative
The successful tenderer for turning the communication strategy into 
reality was Ecocreative. Ecocreative is an Adelaide based consultancy 
founded in 1998 that delivers services such as community consultations, 
strategic workshops, graphic design, writing and editing, web and 
application design, illustration, facilitation, interpretive consulting, 
research, creative direction, project management, brand identity 
development and production management, with a focus on sustainability.
As a creative consultancy, they offer a range of specialised services 
ranging from strategy and facilitation to design and communications. 
Most of Ecocreative established clients are engaged in tackling a serious 
social or environmental problem in a different ways. They provide skills 
and experience to each project, drawing on their experience in all these 
specialised fields to deliver something unique for every project that does 
its bit to be part of a more sustainable society.

9.10 Section51
Section51 is a Canberra based consultancy that specialises in supporting 
and managing the relationship between funding partners, which for this 
project was the Australian Government and Adelaide City Council.  

Section51 negotiated both the original and varied funding agreements, 
prepared the milestone, and this final report, and resolved issues as they 
arose.  Section51 has extensive experience and success in managing the 
uncertainty of external funding providers for local government.  Section51 
then prepares the final report, telling the great story of success on 
completion.

9.11 International
Out of the total project there was only the need to use two international 
companies. The Variable Speed Drives were supplied by Vacon Pacific 
Pty Ltd. Vacon are a worldwide company with the Australian Head Office 
based in Melbourne.  AECOM’s one of America’s largest companies, 
including architects, engineers, designers, planners, scientists and 
management professionals provided advice on efficiency outcomes and 
project delivery.
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10 Project operations and 
process

As with all projects there was no shortage of challenges with delivery. The 
majority, such as construction in a working pool which was not closed 
for the period of project, delays due to suppliers and commissioning 
challenges were successfully managed within the risk and project 
management frameworks.

Two challenges exceeded expectations for the energy efficiency project 
and these provide lessons for future projects and funding programs.

10.1 Intertwined projects
The term intertwined projects has been used to describe the first 
challenge that exceeded expectations with project operations and 
process.

The two projects that were running concurrently were the $5 million 
essential works project and the $3.1 million CEEP project.
Logic dictated that the projects be put out to tender together, 
constructed at the same time and the same contractors are used.

The challenge that emerged was that correctly, the Australian 
Government only required reporting on the CEEP component. Yet Council 
had not separated out the contracts, the tender process or the invoices 
between the two intertwined projects.

The consequence was that extensive time was spent by Section51 as 
consultants to Council on grant delivery, on separating out the invoices 
and related information that the Australian Government wanted on the 
CEEP program outcomes, from the essential works project.

The lesson learned is that when an Australian Government funded project 
is being delivered as part of a much bigger project, it is a worthwhile 
investment for Council to separate the tender, invoicing and reporting 
processes up front.

10.2 Technology change
The level of information required by the Department on the reason for the 
change from the cogeneration system to the high efficiency Condensing 
Fire Tube boiler was a challenge for Council.

The team approach 
ensured that the 
project was delivered, 
completed and is now 
operating to achieve 
the outcomes of 
Adelaide City Council, 
the Australian 
Government and the 
community.
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Council based the decision for change on the tender process outcomes, 
but did not document the many discussions held and ultimately the 
decision. Council used in-house expertise with most contact with external 
energy efficiency consultants using verbal advice.

Based on verbal advice, the decision to vary the project was made by the 
project management team in Council and verified by Council Executive. 
External consultants, and the companies submitting the tenders, were 
consulted extensively throughout this process.

The ramification was that full documentation was needed in order to seek 
a variation to the Funding Agreement from the Australian Government. 
Correctly, the Australian Government needed evidence and proof that the 
changes would result in the same energy efficiency outcomes.

Documenting the evidence that the high efficiency boiler would deliver 
the same or better energy efficiency outcomes as the co-generator was 
ultimately beneficial as it provided the confidence, now proven, that the 
right decision was made.

10.3 Project Management 
The intertwined projects made project management complex.  Council 
decided that a four person CEEP team approach was appropriate.  
Project management was initially with Rachelle Quattrocchi but not 
long after the funding agreement was signed, she took up a position 
at Ballarat Council. Tom Playford took over as project manager for 
the majority of the project. Tom Playford is Senior Project Manager in 
the Capital Works Team. Tom used exceptional skill to manage the 
interrelationship between the CEEP and essential works projects, was 
responsible for tracking down the Australian made technology of the High 
Efficiency Boiler and successfully ensuring the project was delivered on 
time and within the CEEP budget. 

Paul Smith, Sustainability Advisor, City Sustainability and Park Lands 
Team provided the technical energy efficiency advice and support 
throughout the project.  Paul kept the focus on achieving the best 
possible outcome for energy efficiency from design through to 
completion. Kathryn Calaby, Marketing Executive with the Marketing 
and Communications Program Team provided the demonstration and 
communications support though the project.  Kathryn ensured that 
the just as important message on energy efficiency has been, and will 
continue to be delivered. 

Colin Steele, an external consultant (Section51 Pty Ltd), provided the 
link between Adelaide City Council and the Australian Government 
throughout the project. From negotiating the funding agreements though 
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to completing the reporting, the aim was to ensure that all outcomes 
were achieved in a way that worked for all partners.

The team approach ensured that the project was delivered, completed 
and is now operating to achieve the outcomes of Adelaide City Council, 
the Australian Government and the community.
 

10.4 Procurement, Installation, testing and 
commissioning
Project procurement, installation, testing and commissioning went 
largely according to plan, which from Councils perspective was due to 
equipment being Australian made and suppliers being locally based. The 
change from the co-generation system, which was to be imported, to the 
Australian manufactured high efficiency boiler, which is the centrepiece of 
the project, significantly simplified all aspects of the process. As with all 
projects there were glitches, and solutions found.  

With the installation of the Pool cover slaves we encountered some 
issues where synchronisation of the rollers with the slaves led to 
difficulties in use. The slaves themselves were also found to be 
underpowered for the size and weight of the pool covers that were being 
rolled in. The solution was we installed more powerful motors. 

The installation of the pumps, filters and plantroom equipment was 
relatively seamless although during the early periods of operation there 
were some concerns with the water quality. The solution was we made 
adjustments to the UV filter, pump speeds and filter maintenance 
processes the system performs to standards and expectations.

The procurement, installation and commissioning of the Air Handling Unit 
occurred without any issues.

The procurement of the new boiler was straightforward due to the 
Australian manufacturer. Installation was challenging as it required the 
boiler room doors to be enlarged due to the new boiler being of a greater 
size to the older boilers. Commissioning did not go according to plan as 
it took some time to work to align the BMS system with the new boiler 
configuration. Two of the old boilers remain for back up but the BMS 
system treated all three equally. The solution was we had to reprogram 
the BMS system to ensure that the new boiler was set as the lead Boiler 
ie first of 3 boilers to turn on and last to turn off. Once these changes 
were undertaken the efficiencies anticipated were achieved.
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11 Budget and Finance
A separate Final Financial Report was submitted to the Department in 
December 2015 detailing all of the expenditures and money received 
(including Funding and Other Contributions) in relation to both Australian 
Government and Council expenditure. The report was prepared as 
required in the format outlined in clause 8.2 of the Funding Agreement.

The Financial Report was accompanied by a statement in accordance 
with clause 8.3.1 that all Funding and other Contributions received 
were spent for the purpose of the Activity and in accordance with this 
Agreement, and that Council as the Recipient had complied with the 
Agreement. Copies of all invoices either accompanied the final financial 
report, or had been submitted with earlier milestone reports.

The final total actual expenditure for the project was $3,097,113. The 
Australian Government contributed $818,334 of this amount. Adelaide 
City Council contributed the remaining $2,278,779. 

The project exceeded the original project plan estimate, which was 
$2,517,983, by $579,130. This additional amount was added to 
Council’s original intended contribution and fully paid for by Council. The 
extra expenditure on greater improvements to the Building Management 
System and associated infrastructure works was considered to be a 
good investment due to the improved energy efficiency outcomes and 
reduced long term management costs that will be achieved.

Australian Government expenditure was as per the available funds.

11.1 Final expenditure  
The final total actual expenditure is $3,097,113.19 made up of:

• Expert advice and administration: $241,274.79
• Pool covers: $159,272.00
• Heat Recovery Unit: $465,589.60
• Building Management System: $1,646,306.80
• Condensing high efficiency boiler: $532,610.45
• Communications: $52,059.55

All figures are GST exclusive.
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12 Project evaluation and 
review

The purpose of project evaluation is to provide advice to the Department 
on the success or otherwise of achievement of the stated aims of the 
works as set out in the original application.

12.1 Evaluation approach
The framework for the evaluation has been provided by the Funding 
Agreement requirements for reporting, the Australian Government Grant 
Guidelines, and evaluation guides from various Australian Government 
agencies, specifically the Monitoring, Evaluation, Reporting and 
Improvement (MERI) framework developed and used by the Australian 
Government Department of the Environment.

Using this evaluation approach the original intent is stated, assessment 
of achievements against this intent given, and supporting evidence where 
available is provided.

12.2 Did the project achieve the program objectives?
The intended achievements of the Community Energy Efficiency Program 
(CEEP) as set out in the October 2012, Round Two Guidelines under 1.2 
objectives and benefits, have been provided earlier in this report. The 
Adelaide Aquatic Centre Energy Efficiency Upgrade has either achieved, 
or has established a process to achieve each of the program objectives. 
Each of the program objectives are addressed below.

12.2.1 CEEP Objective One
The Adelaide Aquatic Centre Energy Efficiency Upgrade supported the 
City of Adelaide to increase the energy efficiency of the Council owned 
and operated swimming pool in a way that benefits all sectors of the 
community and particularly the low socio-economic (LSE) and other 
disadvantaged communities within the Adelaide Region.

The project has ensured that the Centre continues to play a critical role in 
delivering social, health and activity outcomes to LSE communities and 
disadvantaged groups throughout the Adelaide Metropolitan area. The 
catchment population for the Centre is 250,000, well above the average 
catchment of 52,000 for similar aquatic facilities.

At the completion of the project in June 2015, it is reported that 68 
schools, 17 after school care, 11 vacation care, 3 community groups 

As this report 
shows all works 
are now installed 
in accordance with 
the updated project 
plan and Funding 
Agreement. Final 
testing is completed 
and all project 
components are 
commissioned and 
operating.
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and 11 clubs in addition to other club and community organisations are 
using the Centre. These groups/schools were also from a dispersed 
geographic range from throughout the suburbs and rural areas, with 
40% of these schools and groups from LSE areas. The project is already 
providing a benefit to the 38% of patrons and 40% of schools from low 
socio economic communities and the significant numbers of patrons 
experiencing disadvantage within the community.

Numerous disadvantaged groups within the community continue to be 
serviced by the Centre, for example it is known that 19% of patrons 
have a disability. The Centre continues to be utilised by community 
organisations providing social inclusion programs to disadvantaged 
groups in the community. For example, Reclink, a provider of social 
inclusion programs for people experiencing disadvantage, regularly uses 
the Centre for its programs and activities.

The project has benefited low socio economic communities and people 
experiencing disadvantage through ensuring that the Centre continues to 
contribute to Council’s City Community Strategy objectives of developing 
a socially inclusive city with excellent community infrastructure. Without 
the CEEP program, the comfort of the centre would have continued to 
decline to the point that these services for the disadvantaged may not 
have been able to continue.

With the contribution provided by the CEEP program, the Centre 
continues to play an important role in delivering health outcomes for 
LSE communities and people experiencing disadvantage. Levels of 
overweight and obesity are higher in LSE communities and usage figures 
show that with the completion of the project, the Centre is increasing its 
contribution to Council’s Active City Program and Access and Inclusion 
Strategy. Swimming is the 3rd highest participation activity in Adelaide 
and outside of walking is the 4th most desirable activity amongst City 
residents.

The project has complemented existing Council energy programs 
assisting low income and disadvantaged groups to manage energy 
costs, such as Council’s Home Energy Assistance Program for Home 
and Community Care recipients, through the community engagement 
component.

The project has reduced the operating costs at the Centre, particularly 
as utility costs continue to rise. This will directly benefit patrons from LSE 
communities, schools and community organisations through Council 
providing an accessible and affordable community facility.

With the improved comfort of the Centre, a 27 percent improvement in 
energy efficiency and lower operating costs, the conclusion is that the 
first objective of the CEEP program has been achieved.
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12.2.2 CEEP Objective Two
As shown in the communication chapters, the Adelaide Aquatic Centre 
Energy Efficiency Upgrade is demonstrating and encouraging the 
adoption of improved energy management practices within councils, 
organisations and the broader community. 

The Centre’s large number of visitors has made it ideally suited to 
connecting with the community and providing ongoing communication 
on the project and annual energy savings and the conclusion is that the 
second objective of the CEEP program is being achieved. Benefits
The combined benefits of improved amenity, supporting Australian 
Technology and contributing to the national effort to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions have all been achieved. The evidence provided with the 
stories from the pool floor, the Australian businesses used and the 27 
percent reduction in emissions provide proof of the achievements made.
Was the project completed within the activity period

Through the hard work of Council, the project has been completed within 
the activity period despite some significant changes made to the project 
elements.

The project implementation schedule was reworked with revised 
milestone dates but with completion unchanged for June 2015. This was 
set out in the variation to the project plan and Funding Agreement as 
agreed by the Department and signed on 10 March 2015.

As this report shows all works are now installed in accordance with the 
updated project plan and Funding Agreement. Final testing is completed 
and all project components are commissioned and operating.

The only exception is communications outcomes, which although well 
underway, take time for evidence to filter back on success.

12.3 Was the approach appropriate?

The complexity of delivering two separately funded intertwined projects 
as one project was significant.  Yet it was the appropriate for the CEEP 
project works to be delivered concurrently with the essential works 
project to ensure that they were delivered with minimal disruption to 
Centre operations.

Adelaide City Council is a large organisation with significant experience 
and capacity in delivering complex projects, including large public realm, 
affordable housing and asset renewal projects.
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The project delivery was undertaken by the Office of Major Projects 
programs utilising Council’s project management framework. The project 
management framework is based on the internationally recognised 
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) methodology. 
Technical assistance was provided by an appropriately qualified 
engineering consultancy.

This approach was appropriate, as proven by the successful delivery of 
the project in accordance with the funding agreement and with outcomes 
either achieved or exceeded.

12.4 Was the project delivered in accordance with the 
agreement?
The report has already covered the changes required for the project and 
the need for a revised agreement.

Through the hard work of Council the project has been completed within 
the activity period despite the significant changes made to the project 
elements.

The project implementation schedule was reworked with revised 
milestone dates but with the completion unchanged for June 2015. This 
was set out in the variation to the project plan and Funding Agreement as 
agreed by the Department and signed on 10 March 2015. 

As this report shows all works are now installed in accordance with the 
updated project plan and Funding Agreement. Final testing is completed 
and all project components are commissioned and operating.

The project has been delivered in accordance with the funding 
agreement.

12.5 Was the project delivered diligently, effectively and 
to a high standard?
In evaluating the life of the project, there is plenty of evidence that 
Council, partners, contractors and consultants worked diligently, 
effectively and to a high standard.

The reworking of the project implementation schedule and a change 
of project managers within Council in the early stages of delivery, 
was a challenge that was meet and the end outcome of completion 
demonstrated that the delivery was very much diligent, effective and to a 
high standard. 
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12.6 How did the project result in people and practice 
change?
The evaluation of people and practice change has not been requested 
in the Funding Agreement, but it is so important for this project that it 
cannot go without comment.

In evaluating the life of the project there is evidence that Council, 
partners, contractors and consultants experienced the change of working 
in the context of achieving national outcomes. The awareness that the 
project was contributing to broader achievements beyond Adelaide was a 
positive experience for many.

Interviews with Council project staff revealed that they have benefited 
from the experience of working with the Australian Government in 
achieving a great community outcome. Interviews with Pool Staff revealed 
how proud they are of the upgraded energy efficient facility. Interviews 
from the pool floor show the broader community benefits that have been 
achieved.

12.7 Lessons for the future
There are lessons for the future for both Australian Government program 
design and for Council.

With program design in an area where technology is so important, as 
with this project, consideration may need to be given to flexibility during 
delivery to enable councils to vary project technology, following the tender 
process.

As demonstrated with this project, the end energy efficiency outcomes 
remained the same, or are going to be exceeded, yet the mix of 
technology changed during project delivery. The flexible approach, which 
the Australian Government supported though this project, enabled new 
technologies and broader changes in the world energy market, to be 
factored into what was a three year delivery timetable from inception 
to completion. Technology based programs need flexibility and Council 
compliments the Australian Government for providing the flexibility 
needed for this project.
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12.8 Conclusion
The project, as a partnership between Adelaide City Council and 
the Australian Government, has improved energy efficiency and 
demonstrated how direct action benefits communities by improving 
affordability and accessibility, particularly for low income and 
disadvantaged people within the community.

Rebecca
The last words to sum up the project belong to Rebecca.

As Rebecca said, and agreed to by the swim school parents 
around her, the benefits of making the pool a nice place to 
be far exceeds their comfort. It is providing a healthy future 
for their children and a safe one now that they are happy to 
be in the swim school.  The project has been an outstanding 
success for her, her children and the community.  Thank you 
Adelaide City Council and the Australian Government.
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Appendix A - 
Communications Strategy

What is presented here is the best reproduction available pre-production. The appearance of colours may differ 
markedly depending on the device upon which this is viewed; the process by which it is reproduced (i.e. printed out); 
and a range of other factors outside of the control of Ecocreative or its suppliers.

All content and concepts presented herein are the intellectual property of Ecocreative® until ownership is 
transferred to the client upon full payment of all consulting fees. No part of this package may be distributed 
without our consent. 

 © 2015 Ecocreative®.

www.ecocreative.com.au  |  +61 (08) 8215 0400

Need a printout? Please note that this has 
been set up at A4 size.

If you would rather print at A3 or another size please 
remember that scale indications will be incorrect.

A4

Adelaide 
Aquatic Centre 
energy efficiency 
storytelling
Adelaide City Council

Project package
25 August 2015

Current phase
Scoping › Concept › Development › Final
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Deliverables:
• Site visit

• Scoping recommendations

Scoping phase
This is phase of work we have performed a site 
visit of the Aquatic Centre and have identified 
some key messages and focus area.

All content and concepts presented herein are the intellectual property of Ecocreative® until ownership is transferred to the client 
upon full payment of all consulting fees. No part of this package may be distributed without our consent. © 2015 Ecocreative®.

2 / 43  Adelaide Aquatic Centre energy efficiency storytelling   | August 2015 | Scoping phase
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Scope of our site visit with 
Kathryn, Gareth and Paul on 
16 June.

Areas visited:

• Front and entrance

• Foyer area + cafe

• Pool area

• Outdoor seating area

• Plant rooms

• Training facilities

General notes
Building and plant equipment was 
in need of renewal, and needed 
to be updated to meet current 
compliance requirements.

A new building management 
system has been a large facet of 
the work. The more efficient the 
centre, the more energy and water 
saved. This is controlled based on 
people using facilities.

Upgrades have benefits for both 
the visitors and the environment.

Due to teething issues no exact 
numbers or data is yet available on 
energy efficiency.

Approximately 2000 people visit 
a day, or a total of 14,000 a week 
including 2500 children who come 
in(to the centre) for out of school 
lessons.

Message channels include:

• staff newsletter

• website

• notice board

• Facebook.

Site visit notes

All content and concepts presented herein are the intellectual property of Ecocreative® until ownership is transferred to the client 
upon full payment of all consulting fees. No part of this package may be distributed without our consent. © 2015 Ecocreative®.

3 / 43  Adelaide Aquatic Centre energy efficiency storytelling   | August 2015 | Scoping phase
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The following is a list of the 
key stories/messages that were 
identified

• Upgrades include a Building 
Management System that 
controls the centre based on 
the amount of visitors using 
the facilities, allowing the 
building to efficiently regulate 
its energy use.

• The upgrades benefit both the 
visitors and the environment 
(regulated temperature, higher 
quality of water).

• Explain how the pool's variable  
speed pumps and airflow works 
and how that saves energy.

Important points
• The new filtration system's 

energy and water efficiencies 
result in reduced need for 
backwashing in order to keep 
filters clean.

• Efficiencies of having the new 
boiler system and the benefits 
of balancing air and water 
temperature

• Explain how the heat recovery 
unit works.

• Pool covers retain heat and 
reduce evaporation.

All content and concepts presented herein are the intellectual property of Ecocreative® until ownership is transferred to the client 
upon full payment of all consulting fees. No part of this package may be distributed without our consent. © 2015 Ecocreative®.

4 / 43  Adelaide Aquatic Centre energy efficiency storytelling   | August 2015 | Scoping phase
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• Upgrades have also made 
the pool more accessible and 
family friendly.

• New tiling makes the pool 
more water-tight, avoiding loss 
of water due to leaks.

• Talk about the investment and 
the saving in running costs 
due to the upgrades. Mention 
the impact on entry prices 
(gradual, rather than sudden 
price increases).

• The environmental benefits of 
using these facilities instead of 
a pool at home.

• Encourage visitors to make 
more energy efficient choices at 
home or their place of business 
that may relate to their visit to 
the pool (e.g. shorter showers, 
efficient AC use).

• Promote the partnership 
between the ACC and 
Government.

• Make people aware of ACC's 
energy reduction and carbon 
neutral 2020 targets.

Important points (continued)

All content and concepts presented herein are the intellectual property of Ecocreative® until ownership is transferred to the client 
upon full payment of all consulting fees. No part of this package may be distributed without our consent. © 2015 Ecocreative®.
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Appendix B - 
Declaration

 
 

 
 

CEEP Milestone Report 
 

This template is to be used for the completion of requirements identified in Schedule 4 of the Funding Agreement. 
 

Recipient Name The City of Adelaide 
 

Project Title Adelaide Aquatic Centre Energy Efficiency  

Project ID CEEP2025 
 

Milestone Number Final Report  

Milestone Due Date 10 December 2015 
 

Milestone $ Amt   

Date Submitted 9 December 2015 

 
 
Report completed by 

Tom Playford 
 

Colin Steele 

 
 
Position 

Project Manager 
 

Project Consultant 
 

 

Section 1 – Description of Milestone Deliverables for Current Milestone and Evidence of Completion 

 

Milestone Deliverable (Activities) 
 

What evidence of completion have you included with this Report? 

1. Submission of a Final Report: 
a) in accordance with Schedule 4; 
b) for acceptance by the Department in 

accordance with clause 8 of the 
Agreement. 

 

Final report is submitted in accordance with Clause 8 and Schedule 4 

2 Submission of a Financial Report for 
acceptance by the Department in accordance 
with clause 8 of the Agreement.  works 

Financial Report is submitted in accordance with Clause 8 of the agreement 
 

 
 

1 
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Section 2 – Demonstration/Communication Activities and Other Required Reports 
 

a) Provide details of any major Project events, announcements, communication or publications conducted during this Milestone period and when you 
sought the Department’s approval (add lines where required). Attach any publications/screen shots etc 

 

Media format e.g media release, 
publication, website 

 

Brief description/links 
 

Date of department’s approval 
 

Date of publication. 

 

There were no events during this 
milestone due to completion of the 
project. 

   

    

 

b) Provide details of any changes to Project subcontractors required to be notified to the Department during this Milestone pe riod and the date these were 
notified to the Department 

 

Name of sub-contractor 
 

Date you notified the department 
 

No change to Contractors 
 

 

 

c) Provide details of any reports attached to this Milestone or completed during this Milestone period. This would include any ad hoc reports requested by 
the department or any reports commissioned or published relevant to the project during this Milestone period. 

 

Report 
 

Brief description 
 

Date submitted or reason for any delay 
 

Final Report attached 
 

Final Report providing details of the completed 
project. 

 

9 December 2015 
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Section 3 – Any delays in Project Progress 
 

a) Identify delays or difficulties affecting completion of any Activities or Deliverables specified in Schedule 2 of Funding Agreement for this Milestone. 
Please include any resulting consequences, including budgetary. 

 

The project has been completed in accordance with the revised project plan and funding agreement signed in March 2015. 
 

b) Identify delays or difficulties likely to affect completion of Activities or Deliverables specified in Schedule 2 of Funding Agreement for future Milestones. 
Please include reasons for possible delay and any resulting consequences, including budgetary 

 

 
 

c) Provide any proposed actions or contingency planning that will be taken to address this possible delay. 
(Please note: If you require an extension to a future milestone you must formally request an extension prior to the milestone date). 

 

 
 

Section 4 – Milestone Expenditure 
 

a.) Provide details of overall project income and expenditure to date. 
 

Source of Funding 
 

Income received to date 
 

Expenditure to date 

Department $818,334.00  
 
 

$818,334.00 

Other Contributions (this includes Recipient Contributions)   $2,278,779.19 
 

$2,278,779.19 

Total   $3,097,113.19 $3,097,113.19 

b.) Provide the amount of Other Contributions made in relation to the completion of  this Milestone only. 

Nil for final report with all contributions provided in previous reports 
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c.) Provide details of expenditure during the Milestone period. (Attach evidence to support expenditure. Acceptable evidence must show amount paid and 
the balance. It includes a correctly rendered tax invoice, remittance advice, bank statement, or a statement from your subcontractor that det ails the price 
of the goods or services purchased. The department will not accept evidence that fails to show price, payment and balance details). 

Description of evidence of expenditure Amount 

All invoice and expenditure provided in final financial report  

 

d.) Has the Funding provided been used in accordance with the Budget? Please include reasons for variations in Budget expenditure. 
 

Yes 
 

e.) Are there any variations in expenditure expected in the future? Attach proposed budget if applicable. 
 

No 
 

e.) List the details (including the value) of any asset purchased with the Funding provided. 

 
 

Description of asset 
 

Value 
 

Thermal Blankets 
 

Boiler supply and install 
 
HVAC  
 
Plumbing, electrical, plant, filter upgrades and BMS 
 
Note: Installation costs and consultancies, including communications not included 
 
 
 
 
 

 

$159,272 
 
$532,610 
 
$465,589 
 
$968,388 
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Colin Steele
PO Box 6089
Kingston ACT 2604
ph: (02) 6162 2092
e: colin.steele@section51.com.au
www.section51.com.au


